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RFP# KL-21-021 CUSTOMER DATA PLATFORM, EMAIL MARKETING SOLUTION 

AND RELATED SERVICES 
 

ADDENDUM I   
 

Date:  February 12, 2021 
 
To:   All Proposed Offerors  
 
The Kentucky Lottery Corporation (KLC) has issued an Addendum I to respond to the 
questions submitted by email by question deadline date February 9, 2021 regarding 
Request for Proposal (RFP) KL-21-021 for Customer Data Platform, Email Marketing 
Solution and Related Services.  
 

1. Vendor Question: Is the requirement that the Email Editor Tool be ADA compliant 
an absolute must have? 
 
KLC Answer: The Successful Offeror will be responsible for ensuring that all 
features of its Customer Data Platform and Email Marketing Solution are ADA 
compliant.  Furthermore, the Successful Offeror will be required to indemnify the 
KLC for any claims or damages caused by any ADA violation pursuant to Section 
4.3 (“Indemnification”) of the RFP.  

 
2. Vendor Question: Is data residency and processing in the US mandatory? 

 
 KLC Answer: Yes, data residency and processing in the US is mandatory. 
  

3. Vendor Question: Our plan is to respond jointly in conjunction with another 
vendor. Is that something that we need to formally declare? 
 

 KLC Answer: Yes. Pursuant to Section 3.3 (“Subcontracting”) of the RFP, 
Subcontractors may be used in providing the goods or services pursuant to this 
Solicitation; however, all subcontractors must be approved in advance by the 
KLC.  See Section 3.3 for additional requirements.  Offerors may also submit a 
single joint proposal, but the single Proposal must be submitted and signed by 
both Offerors.  A joint proposal is extremely rare, and the KLC prefers that 
Offerors use Subcontractors when other vendors will be providing products or 
services in connection with a Solicitation.   
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4. Vendor Question: Section 1.3, Summary of Key Dates and Deadlines, Page 5 
Vendor Question: In order to allow vendors, the opportunity to deliver the best 
possible solution for the Lottery and in keeping with the obvious importance of a 
well-defined SOW that accounts for 60% of the Lottery’s stated Evaluation 
Criteria, would the Lottery consider an extension of four (4) weeks of the RFP 
deadline. This request provides all vendors with the necessary time to prepare 
comprehensive responses that best meet the Lottery’s stated RFP objectives. 
 
KLC Answer: Due to the ultimate timeline that KLC is trying to adhere to, we are 
not able to extend the response time for the written SOW.  The KLC considers 
the Statement of Work (SOW) to include: 

• written response 
• presentations/demonstrations  
• written responses to follow up questions following the 

presentations/demonstrations.   
The presentations/demonstrations are tentatively scheduled the week of April 26.  
 

5. Question: Section 9.3, Delivery of Proposals to the KLC, Page 24 Question: 
Given the current pandemic, will the KLC remove the requirement to provide hard 
copies by the specified due date and amend its requirements to allow for 
electronic submission (with hard copies to follow at a later date)? Production of 
hard copies requires multiple people to work in relatively close quarters with one 
another, making it difficult at best during these times. Should the Lottery not grant 
this request, will the Lottery please provide the number of hard copy technical 
and price proposals that are desired. 
 
KLC Answer:  No paper copies will be required. The Offerors may submit a single 
electronic format only WITHOUT the Cost Proposal. The response shall be 
clearly labeled and placed in a separate, sealed envelope containing the 
Proposal only. The electronic copy must be searchable and printable on a CD-
ROM, DVD or USB device in the following “read-only” format(s): MS Word or 
PDF AND MUST NOT INCLUDE PRICING.  
 
In addition, the Offerors’ response shall include a single electronic copy of the 
Cost Proposal (without copies). The electronic copy must be searchable and 
printable on a CD-ROM, DVD or USB device in the following “read-only” 
format(s): MS Word or PDF, and shall be clearly labeled and placed in a 
separate, sealed envelope.  
 
All Proposals must be labeled as follows: 
 
“CONFIDENTIAL SEALED BID DO NOT OPEN” 
   From: 
   Solicitation #: KL-21-021 
   Closing Date & Time: 3/5/2021  11:00 AM ET 
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Addressed to: Purchasing Department 
   Kentucky Lottery Corporation 
   ATTN: Catherine Tomlinson 
   1011 W Main Street 
   Louisville, KY  40202-2623 

 
(If an overnight courier is used, the name of the Offeror and the Solicitation 
number should also be placed on the outside of the overnight courier envelope.) 
Proposals must be mailed or hand-delivered to the above address and received 
by the deadline stated in Section 1.3. FAXED OR E-MAILED PROPOSALS 
WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
 

6. Vendor Question: Section 6.1, Current Environmental Overview, Page 14 This 
section states that it is the intent of the Lottery to create a centralized database to 
house all aspects related to the player, including profile information, player 
behavior, preferences, etc. Question: Can the Lottery describe your current data 
structure in further detail, and elaborate on the technology behind it (SQL DB, 
Cloud DB, etc.)? In addition, some other questions pertaining to player data are: • 
Is there a single source of truth for all player data today? If so, where is that 
located? If there is no source of truth, are ALL data sources listed in the RFP? 

  
KLC Answer: Currently, today our data is found in a mix of data from the KLC 
database, IGT sources of data which are received via the APIs, and other 
information Salesforce.  KLC maintains most of the data and is working to 
establish a centralized database that KLC would manage.  The Lottery utilizes a 
SQL DB cluster.  At this time, KLC believes all the data sources have been 
identified. 
 

7. Vendor Question: Section 6.1, Current Environmental Overview, Page 14 This 
section states that player data is sent to Salesforce via real-time API call. 
Question: • Is this data being delivered to Salesforce Marketing Cloud, or some 
other app in the Salesforce suite? • What are the capabilities of the API in use 
today? Is all player data sent in real-time, such as new customers and account 
updates, or is it a hybrid of batch files and real-time updates? If batch files are 
used, how are those batches delivered? 
 
KLC Answer: New Accounts are sent in real-time restful API.   Player 
transactional information is submitted both real-time and daily utilizing a restful 
API.  Presently, all this data is being sent to Salesforce Marketing Cloud. 
 
KLC is willing to consider batch files or a hybrid approach. 
 

8. Vendor Question: Section 6.1, Fun Club Membership; Website Activity, Page 13 
This section states that the KLC currently provides single-use coupons to its 
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players. Question: Does the KLC intend to continue using their current coupon 
platform and integrate with the selected vendor? If so, can you share the 
couponing platform being used today, and if there are direct links to the players 
coupon? If the desire is to have a new coupon platform integrated, will the KLC 
provide the barcode IDs for the coupons? 
 
KLC Answer: The coupon platform is an internal system that we intend to keep. 
There are no hyperlinks to a coupon if that is the question. The coupons are 
served directly in the email, not on a website page or iframe. If the question is 
whether there is a correlation to player and coupon the answer is yes--the 
coupon barcode sent should be assigned to one player/account and the assigned 
information should be accessible. Currently, this is available to be downloaded in 
the email platform.   KLC will provide the barcode IDs for the coupons. The 
system would need to assign the codes and generate the scannable barcode.  

 
9. Vendor Question: Section 6.3, Minimum Specific Requirements; 

Campaigns/Journeys/Automated Messaging, Item B.4., Page 13 This section 
asks if a messaging journey, or step of the journey, can be turned off 
automatically, and alert the journey owner. Question: Would the KLC provide an 
example use case of when they may want to automatically stop an entire journey, 
or step of the journey? 
 
KLC Answer: There have been times we’ve needed to pause part of a journey 
and still keep the first part going.  For example, in the welcome journey, it 
currently includes a welcome message on day 1, day 2 is a deposit message, 
day 4 a mobile app message.  Maybe the online site is experiencing problems, 
and we want to pause the deposit message, but we’re okay keeping the app 
message going – so only want to “stop” step 2, but keep the rest going. Other 
examples would be if an API call error or data feed technical issues occurs that 
impacts part of the journey accuracy. 
 
In addition, we want to be sure we can change out an email message to one part 
of the journey (say day 2’s offer changes) or change the timing of the email – so 
the mobile app message goes on day 5, not day 4. 
 

If you have any questions or need any additional information, please feel free to contact 
me at catherine.tomlinson@kylottery.com or (502) 560-1770.   
 
Respectfully,  
 
Catherine Tomlinson 
 
Catherine Tomlinson, MCCM, CPPB 
Purchasing Supervisor 

mailto:catherine.tomlinson@kylottery.com

